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APPROACHES TO STATISTICAL MEASUREMENT OF 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES: A COMPARATIVE STUDY 
 

The paper presents an analysis of advanced technology classifications development. Despite the 

variety of technology types – advanced, emerging, disruptive, enabling, best available – the focus of 

the study is made on the first type considering their precedent character, crucial role for 

manufacturing and overall economic development.  

Various approaches to define the term ‘advanced technology’ as well as gradual evolution of the 

definitions and classifications are demonstrated in the paper.  It is argued that the initial 

understanding of advanced technologies was formed in early 1990s and characterized increase in 

efficiency, hardware and software usage, robotics, etc. Further rapid progress of science and 

technology in 1990-2010s led to the expansion of the concept by the means of technologies based 

on fast computing, primarily used for design, control and track of manufacturing activities as well 

as micro- and nanotechnologies. Moreover, indicators used for measurement of their development 

and use are compared. 
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Introduction 

Technology development is one of the indicators of economic growth that shows country’s 

competitiveness at international market. Technological progress is considered to be a priority by 

many countries and national governments, therefore at present time the field is experiencing huge 

financial investments with the expectations of considerable long- and short-term returns. 

Additionally, as the Frascati Manual suggests, assessment of technology development allows 

investors and governments to compare companies in terms of profitability, expediency of 

investments, market potentials, industry or the whole economy growth (OECD, 2002).  

High degree of technology development in the country is followed by an interaction of a high 

number of different agents (business enterprises, higher education institutions, research institutes, 

and government) that provides outcomes such as new knowledge, technologies and innovations. 

Moreover, advancements in technology development ensure major consumers’ of technologies – 

civil society – understanding and awareness of STI
2
, as well as willingness to make a contribution 

to technology development.  

New technologies that support economic development in the country come into the world 

from the innovation systems aiming at knowledge, innovation and technology creation. These 

systems likewise any system should be controlled not only at institutional level, but also at regional 

and country (frequently federal) levels enabling governments to develop an appropriate policy for 

technology and innovations.  

The most complicated element among the knowledge-technology-innovation trine in terms of 

measurement is technology: it incorporates new knowledge and strongly relates to innovation 

(though technological innovations). Researchers assess technologies in order to monitor its 

development, current utilization and possible societal effects, as well as compare technological 

levels of different industries and analyze technology arrival and dissemination through the different 

sectors of economy (Gokhberg, et al., 2013). The measurement framework will allow not only 

governments, but also companies, research institutions and other players to contribute to developing 

technology polices at national or company levels. 

However, before starting monitoring and measurement activities, the object of research should 

be clearly defined. It is important to identify when the technology starts to emerge and becomes 

relevant to be estimated in terms of any measurable outcomes. At the same time such identification 

is not an easy task as far as at early stages it is usually impossible to distinguish new technologies 
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because they are usually embedding in current technologies, not included as single items in 

organization accounts and, therefore, are not reported in surveys (Gokhberg, et al., 2013). 

Therefore, a set of questions on the nature of technologies, the boundaries of the concept, methods 

of identification and assessment of technology implementation results arises. Moreover, practice 

reveals various difficulties in assessment of the results and almost total absence of any reliable 

indicators for assessment of any type of technologies. The latter becomes especially crucial while 

investigating for instance nanotechnology, biotechnology, advanced materials and other high-

promising technologies that are rapidly developing in many countries. 

Recently several types of technologies such as emerging, disruptive and advanced 

technologies have attracted wider public attention due to their potential to improve significantly the 

way people live, companies operate and industries organized. Among three mentioned types of 

technologies ‘advanced’ seems to be the broadest category. However, despite the numerous studies, 

the question when and under which circumstances a specific technology could be named 

‘emerging’, ‘advanced’ or ‘disruptive’ remains open due to absence of the strict rules. Additionally, 

it is difficult to strongly arrange the types according to importance, strength of effects or any 

another criteria because they all consider technologies from different perspectives.  

Emerging technologies recently have been receiving more attention from academics, 

government and the society due to their higher (in comparison to advanced technologies) publicity. 

They are said to radically change the world affecting the economies, financial flows and the way 

people consume, however, the term is usually misunderstood and not well defined. Emerging 

technologies are characterized by different kinds of uncertainties, such as of outcomes and social 

impact, high cost and limitations of availability (Halaweh, 2013).  

Recent studies (Shipp, 2012; MIT, 2013; LPP, 2009) revealed almost the same list of 

emerging technologies. For instance, Shipp (2012) mentioned semiconductors, advanced materials, 

additive manufacturing and biomanufacturing as emerging. Additionally, nanotechnology, micro-

nano electronics, photonics and advanced manufacturing (ARTEMIS, 2013), mobile technologies 

and biofuels (Groen& Walsh, 2013) were regarded as emerging. Emerging technologies are rarely 

included in industry surveys; they are mostly measured through publication and patents activity, 

interviews with experts or market analysis.  

Another term that considers new technologies and could potentially affect producing and 

consuming patterns is ‘disruptive technology’. ‘Disruptive technology’ is a more managerial term 

and, therefore, it is mostly studied and reported by consultancy companies. The term focuses on the 

market perspective and describes the possibility of change of a situation on the market via 

introducing a new product that will outperform established products.  
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Disruptive technologies typically demonstrate a rapid rate of change in technological 

capabilities in terms of price and performance relative to alternative approaches and substantial 

potential for disruptive economic impact and changes in the ways people live and work (Institute, 

2013). Technologies that meet these requirements for the time being are mobile Internet, cloud 

technology, 3D printing, next-generation genomics Internet of things, renewable energy, advanced 

materials, autonomous and near-autonomous vehicles, advanced robotics and energy storage 

(Institute, 2013). 

The third group of technologies – advanced technologies – is of greatest interest of companies 

as well as the broadest and at present the most intensively researched type of technologies in 

comparison to emerging, disruptive and the others.  Advance technologies include various 

technologies from flexible manufacturing, computer-aided design to robotics and automated storage 

systems; they are widely implemented in many industries and play crucial role for manufacturing 

enterprises and, consequently, allow a vast area for researches of both practical (considering 

implementation issues) and theoretical (considering classification of technologies, nature of the 

concept) aspects.  

Thus, the purpose of the present study is, firstly, to analyze the approaches to defining 

advanced technologies and differences among them and, secondly, to assess the classification of 

advanced technologies and its development with the course of time.  

This paper is structured as follows. After a brief overview of technology measurement within 

the existing statistical frameworks in the first section, the development of advanced technologies 

definitions, classifications and possible indicators is presented in the second section. The final 

section discusses limitations of research and possible ways of further development of the present 

study.  

 

Technology as an object of measurements 

a. Technology within the framework of statistical measurement 
 

Technology development comprises the integration of several social and governmental 

institutions, cooperation between different sectors and actors that raises the overall economic 

growth. The term ‘technology’ is frequently used in reviews, official reports and surveys, mass-

media and books; however, the range of its definitions varies from the shortest forms to broadest. 

Study (Autio & Laamanen, 1995).  

The term itself became an object of direct measurements only in the middle of the 20
th

 century 

with the conceptualizing of statistical practices to measure research and scientific activities. Before 
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that time the assessment of technology development was made in reliance of research and 

development measurement that includes implicit and explicit estimation of technology. 

Originally, the research had been measured since 1920s and generally in the United States 

(Godin, 2006). One of the earliest measurements exercises at national level took place in the US. It 

was carried out by US National Research Council in 1916, similar activities was later made by US 

Federal Government. However, these practices used distinctive methodology, were occasional and 

did not contain the definition of the term ‘research’. Companies were allowed to decide what should 

and should not be included in the reports that causes large bias in responses. 

Scinctists that contributed to the development of research measurement were J. Huxley and 

R.Antony. Huxley outlined four types of research: background, basic, ad hoc and development.  

Huxley’s work (Huxley, 1934) influenced the development of the field in a sense that it showed to 

people the variety of the ‘research’ concept and included activities.  Since that time the research 

was going to be measured as a set of different activities with the shift to more theoretical (pure 

research) work or practice-oriented (applied research and development). R.N. Antony outlined what 

activities should and should not be included when counting research and development: e.g. pilot 

plants and design should; market research, legal work, technical services should not (Antony, 

1952). Finally, due to more or less similar understanding of the nature of research, most countries 

by 1960s had definitions of research and its components (Godin, 2009). Existing statistical practices 

in the measurement of scientific activities was conceptualized in the Frascati Manual, which first 

edition published was prepared by С.Freeman and published in 1963. Later the OECD published 

‘Frascati Family’ – a set of documents related to various aspects of measurement of science and 

technology activities: innovations (Oslo Manual, first edition in 1992), human resources (Canberra 

Manual, first issued in 1995), technology purchases (Technology Balance of Payments, first issued 

in 1990), and patent regulations (Patent Manual, first issued in 1994).  However, despite the variety 

of aspects measured by the Manuals, none of them does not allow the whole operationalization of 

the term ‘technology’ and measures of the technology development. 

The first problem concerns the definition of the term ‘technology’. Both the Frascati and the 

Oslo Manuals do not contain definitions as well as clearly defined indicators applicable without 

additional investigations.  

General and early definitions of technology that could be found in early articles of the period 

when these Manuals were released mention that technology is knowledge. H. Simon, for instance, 

describes technology as ‘knowledge of how to do things, how to accomplish human goals’ (Simon, 

1973). The article highlights that technology are implemented and commercialized due to decisions 

of several social institutions: decision of consumers (demand), business decision, and political 
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decision. Thus, from the beginning of technology study to the researchers it was realized that not 

every technology ends up in a particular product or process because of influence of technological 

paradigm, science and technology policy, governmental decisions and consumer’s needs.  

The early definitions correctly describe the nature and purpose of technologies; however, 

usage of these definitions is not sufficient for any analysis or measurement. In 90s technologies 

were defined as ‘knowledge embedded in products and processes, and the knowledge of creating, 

producing, reproducing, and using these products and processes’ (Shenhar, 1996). The study (Autio 

& Laamanen, 1995) contains rather detailed definition of the term and mentions that technology 

‘comprises the ability to recognize technical problems, the ability to develop new concepts and 

tangible solutions to technical problems, the concepts and tangibles developed to solve technical 

problems, and the ability to exploit the concepts and tangibles in an effective way’. Moreover, when 

defining ‘technology’. The authors also mention that in the definition of technology, it is also 

important to identify various external factors affecting technological development. 

But, unfortunately, the main Manuals on R&D and innovations (Oslo, Frascati) did not 

present any attempts to define technologies. It should be mentioned that the 5
th

 edition of the 

Frascati Manual (1993) contained the definition of advanced manufacturing technologies - a term 

closely related to the basic term of technology that was not defined properly.   

Technology Balance of Payments (TBP) Manual highlights that the term ‘technology’ origins 

from French word ‘technologie’ and means ‘study of techniques, tools, machines’(OECD, 1990). 

English word ‘technologies’ imply ‘set of actions and decision rules guiding their sequential 

application … that will generally lead to a predictable (and  sometimes desirable) outcome under 

certain specified circumstances’ (OECD, 1990).  TBP mentions that the strictest definition of the 

term refers technology as ‘body of knowledge about certain classes of events and activities’ – 

interestingly, that definition does not mention science as integral part of technologies implying 

possible development without resources to science. However, technologies have the operational and 

practical nature, i.e. they related to either research or development activities thereby linking them. 

Dual nature of technologies was also highlighted by G.Dosi in the analysis of technological 

paradigms that will be considered later.  

More precise definition contained in the Productivity Manual. Among the set of Manuals the 

Productivity Manual stands out due to the presence of more or less concrete technology definition. 

It mentions that technology is ‘the currently known ways of converting resources into outputs 

desired by the economy’, and presented in form of blueprints, scientific results, new organizational 

techniques, or in new products (OECD, 2001). However, the Productivity Manual gives 

recommendations only on productivity measures, their types and appropriate usage, but not pays 
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enough attention to the definition of ‘technology’ or giving any examples what should be 

considered as technology. From the Productivity Manual it follows that the borders of the term 

‘technology’ are determined in practice: technology surveys, papers on technology development 

and other, at which analysts should look at in order to understand what each organization puts in the 

concept. 

The second problem is related to the measurement of technologies. The absence of the unite 

system of technologies’ measurement, standardized and clear indicators, given the differences in 

each country’s technologies’ monitoring system complicate the analysis of technologies’ 

development and cross-country comparisons. In order to see the whole picture researchers should 

extract information on technologies from R&D surveys, patent information, purchase-sell 

operations. 

As it was mentioned, historically technologies were measured through R&D and/or 

innovation activities. The first edition of the Oslo Manual (1992) considered only technological 

product and process innovations; however, with the advancements in surveys and knowledge it was 

obvious that product and process manufacturing innovation do not cover the whole nature of the 

term ‘innovations’. The third 2005 edition contains methodology of estimating four types of 

innovation: product, process, marketing and organizational(OECD, 2005). Moreover, originally the 

Oslo Manual assumed to be more technologically-oriented as soon as the first edition of Frascati 

Manual stated: ‘supplement to the Oslo Manual dealing with advanced manufacturing technology 

(AMT) surveys is currently planned’. However, the attention to the technological side of 

innovations and technologies themselves in the 1992 edition of the Oslo Manual gradually moved 

to the variety of innovations and issues related to its measurement in the third edition of Manual. In 

addition, the Oslo Manual does not contain any boundaries of the term ‘technology’ - as well as the 

Frascati Manual, the boundaries should be defined by each statistical unit.  

The Manual that provides information on the indicators for measuring technologies is the 

Frascati Manual. The Manual recommends to use the GERD/GDP ratio – Gross Domestic 

Expenditure on R&D ratio, a sum of intramural expenditure of R&D performed on national territory 

in four main sectors –  business enterprise, government enterprise, private non-profit, and higher 

education – during the particular period (OECD, 2002). While the input is measured through R&D 

expenditures and R&D personnel, the output of research and development activities, namely new 

technologies, turned up not an easy thing to measure. The first 1992 edition of Frascati Manual 

suggested input-output approach; however, later editions pointed out that ‘measures of output have 

not yet reached the stage of development at which it is possible to advance any proposals for 

standardization’(OECD, 2002). Despite the fact in the Manual it was suggested that patents, 
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licensing and technical know-how could be used as measures of output, the data needs intensive 

additional analysis for output assessment.  

Speaking about indicators, it is worth adding that GERD/GDP indicator allows estimating the 

intensity of R&D activities mostly at country and international levels and, unfortunately, it is almost 

the only indicator that could be collected within international statistical frameworks and standards. 

However, governments and experts usually need more than one indicator for technologies 

development’ assessment as well as more ‘localized’ data on technologies. For that purpose various 

national and regional surveys are conducted.  

As mentioned, manuals of the Frascati Family contain various measures of scientific and 

research activity – outputs (patents, licenses) and impacts (technologies flows, productivity) that are 

only different aspects of the concept ‘technology’. ‘Technology’ is a complex object that has 

various dimensions - financial, legal, notional, and others. Likewise geometry the Manuals shows 

only the projections of the multidimensional term ‘technologies’ in two- or three-dimensional space 

of  e.g. R&D spends or features of patent activity, while the whole object stays hidden from eyes of 

researchers.  

Approaches to technology measurement will allow, firstly, effective systematization of the 

knowledge on technology development, dissemination and use technologies, and, secondly, analysis 

of technological development of the economy and industries. The debates arise on whether it is 

possible to construct such an indicator system and measures for estimating their convenience and 

efficiency. The question of what researchers mean mentioning ‘advanced technology’ and the 

development of the understanding of the concept will be considered first. 

Comparative analysis of measurement of advanced technologies 

a. General definitions 

Advanced technologies comprise various technologies from flexible manufacturing, 

computer-aided design to robotics and automated storage systems. The pool of advanced 

technologies is constantly changing due to fast market development, innovations based on science 

and industry cooperation and replacement of old technologies by new ones. In comparison to 

emerging technologies, advanced technologies are currently used in the production process, while 

emerging are still on the stage of developing or early emerging; there is no acute need and mass 

demand for the technology. 
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There were a lot of attempts to define advanced technologies. However, the most prominent 

changes both in the development of definition and classification, are introduced by national reports 

or large studies grounded on quantitative and qualitative analysis.  

The development of the concept ‘advanced technology’ relying on the definitions used in the 

papers and highlighting the differences and additives will be shortly presented in the next 

paragraphs (list of full definitions used during the analysis could be found in the Appendix 1).  

First of all, it should be highlighted that despite the fact that some works focus solely on 

advanced technologies in a particular region, or do not provide own definition of the term and 

follow the lists of technologies proposed in other papers, our primary interest is in the methodology 

of defining technologies as ‘advanced’ and differences between the approaches.  

Before 1960s there were various reports about advances in particular sectors of economic 

performance: particularly in food industry, in manufacturing, in nuclear industry, etc. The term 

‘advanced technologies’ started to appear in academic papers since 1960s-1970s and mostly implied 

technologies that are superior in comparison to existing technologies. For instance, in (Robinson, 

1974) the authors regard as advanced a new energy storage technology that allows significantly 

improve its efficiency (the fraction of stored energy that is recoverable). Research carried in 1966 

defines advanced technologies as ‘the complex of techniques, including the equipment in use and 

the organization of operations which presumably accounts for their high productivity’ (Solo, 1966, 

p.91). Research of advanced technologies usage in health care (Scott, 1973) mentions that advanced 

technologies include automation, mechanization, computer utilization; moreover, the study 

mentions that these technologies should improve the efficiency of health care. Despite the computer 

usage provided advancements in the specialists’ work, it did not corrected deficiencies of health 

care delivery; hence, the authors mentioned the need of more customized for medicine sphere 

technologies, such as automated blood analyzer that significantly facilitates and accelerates the 

work in laboratories. Therefore, the term ‘advanced technologies’ proved to be not uniform for all 

the industries, although that the technologies used are based on the same basis of information 

technologies. 

Since 1980s-1990s the number of papers on advanced technologies and variety of definitions 

started rapidly growing. Even the earliest definitions of advanced technologies mention its 

computer technologies basement. Thus, according to (Youssef, 1992) advanced technologies is ‘a 

group of integrated hardware-based and software-based technologies, which if properly 

implemented, monitored and evaluated, will lead to improving the efficiency and effectiveness of 

the firm in manufacturing a product or providing a service’. Simultaneously to sophistication of 

definitions the first classifications of advanced technologies started to appear.  
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The 5
th

 edition of the Frascati Manual adopts the ideas of technological measurement within 

the framework of R&D statistics and highlights not only the fact of microelectronic base and usage 

of computer control of the advanced technologies, but also the purpose of its usage, namely design, 

manufacture or handling of the product(OECD, 1993).  In such a manner the first implicit mention 

of pick and place robots (‘handling of the product’) in light of advanced technologies’ studies 

appeared. Numerous definitions of 2000s replicated the Frascati Manual definition and mentioned 

features of advanced technologies as such computer control and automatic nature (Dangayach & 

Deshmukh, 2004).  

Research (Laurila, 1997) mentions that advanced technologies are considered to be risky, but 

at the same time they lead to a new level of operation in terms of profit. The authors of the study 

used relatively simple technique to define advanced technology: advanced technology is a 

technology superior to another. The author presents a comparative analysis of two techniques in 

paper production implemented by a Finnish company in different time. One technology was found 

to use more sophisticated technique and higher technological requirements in comparison to the 

company’s previous experience, therefore it was labeled as ‘advanced’.  

The definitions based on the comparison of the past and present technologies are valid; 

however, they are broad and do not include some other important distinguishing features of 

advanced technologies e.g. increase in efficiency highlighted in 1990s studies (Youssef, 1992) .   

In (Boyer, et al., 1997) several functions of advanced technologies were mentioned: control, 

track, or monitor manufacturing activities, either directly or indirectly.  Moreover, technologies that 

do not directly involve computers but closely associated with other advanced manufacturing 

technologies were also considered as advanced. For instance, bar codes which provide the raw data 

for a bar code scanner to read and for the associated computer database to monitor. 

With the development of manufacturing industries and science the range of advanced 

technologies applications widens: thus, study (Sun, 2001) mentions information management, 

design, engineering and fabrication process. Research (Hribik, 2011) adds decision making to 

advanced technologies possible applications.  

In (Gouvea da Costa & Pinheiro de Lima, 2007) advanced technologies include ‘computer- 

and numerical-based apparatus (software and hardware) designed to accomplish or support 

manufacturing tasks’. The authors try to consider each word of ‘advanced manufacturing 

technology’ separately: thus, the characteristic ‘advanced’ refers to the fact that those technologies 

use microelectronic-based technologies and computing; the word ‘technology’ is generally accepted 

as hardware and apparatus; and ‘manufacturing’ includes a series of interrelated activities and 
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operations involving design, material selection, planning, quality assurance, and marketing of 

discrete consumer and durable goods.  

Research (Institute, 2010) mentions that advanced technologies are associated with installing 

advanced robotics and intelligent production systems, high-performance computing for modeling, 

simulation and analysis. Thus, the higher level of systems included in advanced technologies appear 

in 2010s papers – specifically, intelligent systems and high-level robots that incorporate strong 

informational technology base and data mining algorithms’. 

High level of employees dealing with advance technologies, created system of researchers, 

machinists, engineers, financiers, business developers, high level of excellence as well as resource-

wise usage feature of technologies were highlighted by Deloitte in joint with New England Council 

analysis (LPP, 2009). 

However, recent papers contain only general words about efficiency increase made by 

advanced technologies application, and highlight their novelty in comparison to existing 

technologies (Canada, 2007; Institute, 2010;  Svobodova, et al., 2011; Walters, 2006), or mention 

only the list of technologies (Swamidass& Winch, 2002).  

It is clearly seen that all the definitions has relatively the same understanding of advanced 

technologies. Moving form more simple to more detailed definitions, first common mentioned 

feature is that advanced technologies are new, or superior in comparison to existing technologies 

currently used in the company. The transcendence implies increase in efficiency and performance – 

which is the second feature of advanced technologies; and that is obtained with the help of 

computers – the third feature of advanced technologies. Moreover, definitions also mention the 

fourth feature of advanced technologies, namely that they use complex algorithms to modeling, 

design and controlling, in other words, they are intensively used for different kinds of 

manufacturing processes. 

Despite the diversity of researches on advanced technology, most of them concentrate on the 

advanced technologies usage. Moreover, papers grounded on the empirical data analysis take in 

consideration advanced manufacturing technologies, a subgroup of advanced technologies. 

Advanced manufacturing technologies include all the advanced technologies that are used for the 

purposes of manufacturing, will be considered in the next paragraph.  

 

b. Advanced manufacturing technologies as the subclass of advanced 

technologies 

Advanced technologies are of great interest of the researchers, businesses and governments 

due to its important role for the country’s level of high-technological goods production, 
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development of the front-line areas of science and, therefore, development of the country on the 

whole.  

Advanced technologies represent the new – more effective – way of accomplishing the 

producer’s goals; therefore, they widely used in manufacturing. As it was mentioned in (Shipp, 

2012), with the ‘use of advanced technologies advanced manufacturing produces goods that 

minimizes the use of resources and maintains (or maximizes) the cost or performance, results from 

substantive advancements over the current state of art in the production of the materials’.  

Advanced manufacturing was precisely defined by Paul Fowler: ‘advanced manufacturing 

makes extensive use of computer, high precision, and information technologies integrated with a 

high performance workforce in a production system capable of furnishing a heterogeneous mix of 

products in small or large volumes with both the efficiency of mass production and the flexibility of 

custom manufacturing in order to respond rapidly to customer demands’(Institute, 2010). As it is 

seen, the definition of advanced manufacturing mentions all the features of advanced technologies, 

namely the intensive usage of computers, high precision, increase in efficiency. However, it 

additionally highlights that advanced manufacturing requires the integration of several elements, 

such as technologies, workforce and production systems.  

 The same idea of integration of several parts was proposed by the US President’s Council of 

Advisors on Science and Technology (Technology, 2012): ‘advanced manufacturing is a family of 

activities that (a) depend on the use and coordination of information, automation, computation, 

software, sensing, and networking, and/or (b) make use of cutting edge materials and emerging 

capabilities enabled by the physical and biological sciences.’ Moreover, advanced technologies 

introduced in the Report (Technology, 2012) were regarded as those that ‘enable country’s 

manufacturing competitiveness, both in terms of differentiation and tradability of goods’. Moreover, 

the definition of advanced manufacturing technologies are usually list-based and include the 

features of advanced manufacturing mentioned by Paul Fowler. 

Consequently, the core concept of advanced manufacturing, according to the Fowler’s 

definition that seems to be the most developed, consists in integration of the following components: 

advanced technologies (based on information technologies usage), well-educated and trained 

workforce, sufficient technical equipment (hardware and software) and professional management; 

interaction of these components may lead to improving in performance and efficiency. The 

interaction will be done under a condition of the system of education institutes, research 

laboratories and industry cooperation in order to provide sufficient level of education and advances 

in technical base. Technologies considered by different authors as advanced, will be considered in 

the next paragraph. 
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c. Evolution of advanced technologies classifications 

Similar to the evolution of definitions of advanced technologies, it is possible to retrace the 

development of their lists basing upon the various studies. Figure 1 shows that the category had 

started to develop from the certain ‘core’ and was supplemented by the other technologies that were 

appeared accordingly to the science and technology development.  

 

Fig 1. Evolution of advanced technologies classification 

As the initial point of the ‘core’ was considered the list introduced in the earliest found study 

(Kotha & Swamidass, 1998) that originates from the US Department of Commerce 1988 

(Commerce, 1988). The ‘core’ of classification includes basic technologies that utilize modeling 

and planning: computer-aided design (CAD), material requirements planning (MRP), 

manufacturing resource planning (MRP II) etc. (Figure 1).  

The decade 1990-2000s was the ‘broadening’ stage in the development of advanced 

technology classifications: during that period the pool of technologies substantially increased. In 

early 1990s numerous automation technologies for vehicles utilization, handling, storage and 

retrieval were introduced: computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM), supervisory control and data 

acquisition (SCADA), automated guided vehicle systems (AGVS), artificial intelligence etc. 

(Canada, 1993). Late 1990s coincided with the development of Internet and introduced 
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standardization and control technologies. Electronic mail and electronic data interchange (Boyer, et 

al., 1997), shared databases (Sun, 2001) were regarded as advanced technologies and started to be 

actively utilized for manufacturing and managerial purposes. Importantly, the Internet-generated 

advanced technologies introduced a block of ICT
3
 technologies that are crucial for the future 

development of the whole group of advanced technologies. Moreover, technologies such as 

computer-aided inspection, testing, tracing (CAITT)(Sun, 2001), statistical process control 

(SPC)(Pyke, et al., 2002), plant certification (Thakur & Jain, 2008)) became used in organizations. 

Importantly, the first step to flexible manufacturing that allows changes in parameters of production 

according to current needs and demand – just-in-time manufacturing (Pyke, et al., 2002) (later 

reconfigurable systems (Canada, 2007)) – was proposed also within that period of time. 

The beginning of the 21
st
 century introduced various technologies that deal with simulation, 

modeling (Swamidass & Winch, 2002), sensors (robots with sensing capabilities) as well as present 

various advancements in control of production (radio frequency identification, RFID), human-

machine relations and artificial intelligence (human machine interface, HMI, with coordinated 

motion control) (Canada, 2007). Basically, in comparison to the previous decade that period 

presents the deepening of the  classifications introducing the specification of technologies (i.e. the 

increase in different sub-types of technology dedicated to various goals), but not the greater number 

of new ones (in comparison to the previous period).  

It should be highlighted that the lists proposed in the latest papers, e.g. (de Weck, et al., 2013) 

and (Technology, 2012) contain several new for advanced manufacturing groups of technologies. 

First of all, that is nano-manufacturing, bio-manufacturing, next-generation electronics that by 

several papers (MIT, 2013) are regarded as emerging technologies due to the fact that these 

technologies are not widely used by organizations and are more future-oriented.  And, secondly, 

that is ‘green’ technologies for sustainable manufacturing that formally satisfy the requirements of 

advanced technologies (increase in efficiency, computer utilization, modeling), but do not ease the 

work of the employees and probably do not speeds the operations at the plant.  

It is important to highlight the authors mention technologies that, doubtless, are related to 

manufacturing, however, for instance several papers (Pyke, et al., 2002) and (Thakur & Jain, 2008) 

mention technologies that do not satisfy the condition of computer utilization: e.g. ‘quality circles’ – 

a technology that relates more to ‘process’ advanced technologies, or ISO 9000 – a standard of 

quality management that satisfies ‘increase in effectiveness’ and even computer utilization 

conditions being, however, not a ‘technology’ itself, but a set of technologies and methods.  

                                                           
3
ICT – Information and Communication Technologies 
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As it is clearly seen, since the very beginning the ‘core’ of advanced technologies lists 

determined the main areas of current and future development, which implies that the concept hasn’t 

considerably changed – from the understanding to the contents – but deepens in technologies 

variations or broadens due to progress in science and technology. For instance, two types of robots 

(that can pick and place and others) have stayed the same until 2007 edition of Canada Advanced 

Manufacturing Survey that introduced robots with sensing capabilities. Moreover, even in 1990s 

technologies such as artificial intelligence, expert systems were regarded as advanced (Canada, 

1993) despite the fact that they became widely used in manufacturing mostly at the beginning of the 

21
st
 century. 

Academic papers used for the classifications analysis contain lists that vary from the shortest 

to the broadest. The first reason for the difference consists in the origin of the research.  

There are various types of researches on advanced technologies. First of all, there are papers 

released under the governmental affiliation: cross-country surveys or analytical reports. Survey 

directly collect information or incorporate block of questions on advanced technologies; they 

consist of questionnaires, explanatory remarks and most basic definition sufficient for questionnaire 

filling-in. Analytical reports usually produced by research institutes or statistical offices contain the 

analysis of current situation in a particular industry or in a country as a whole. The majority of 

reports contain detailed definitions and classifications since they are grounded on the massive 

background foundation as well as on recommendations of considerable number of experts and 

specialists.  

Another type of studies is the non-governmental academic papers written by single authors or 

a group of them that analyze various parameters of advanced technologies similar to the previous 

group of studies. This group could include analytical reports or surveys as well; however, carried 

out on the less scale. Academic papers of the second group usually are aimed at more practical 

questions, rely on empirical data collected by authors’ own study or taken from open information 

sources and therefore propose various indicators of advance technologies implementation such as 

degree of usage, value added etc. These researches, however, more rarely contain detailed 

definitions of the term ‘advanced technology’, they include list-based definitions or use ones from 

more theoretical grounded reports.  

The second reason for the difference in classifications is the assumptions and authors’ goals. 

For instance, Walters  analyses small manufacturing firms (Walters, 2006), and therefore uses the 

list of the most common and relevant advanced technologies shorter than the one used in  national-

wide studies such as 1993 Canada Manufacturing Survey (Canada, 1993). Additionally, the lists can 

vary according to the firm data sets: industries which produce standardized products in high 
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volumes would have less need for flexible manufacturing technologies (e.g. flexible manufacturing 

cells and systems (FMC/FMS) or just-in-time manufacturing), while ‘heavy’ industries such as 

mechanical or automobile engineering will intensively use robotics or lasers. However, the majority 

of technologies in different forms and degree are applicable to all industries. 

Classifications presented in governmental or research institutes reports doubtless play a 

pioneering role being a ‘milestones’ that indicate the technology development process. These 

studies are grounded on a basis of deep investigations, empirical data analysis, discussions with 

experts; in comparison to the other studies they are more fundamental and less subjective. 

Subjectivity and data set dependency is more common for academic papers and turns out in various 

research limitations, e.g. resulting from the assumptions or industry choice, while in reports of state 

parties (or with the participation of them) these limitations tend to small values. However, in terms 

of the assessment of technology implementation albeit governmental papers describe wider range of 

indicators, non-governmental present their analysis and practical meaning.  

d. Indicators for advanced technology measurement 

 

The majority of papers that include definitions of ‘advanced technology’ and lists also contain 

the indicators for technology usage assessment and often the results of that assessment. The table 

below presents the range of  indicators used by the authors of considered papers.  

Tab. 1. Indicators for advanced technologies assessment 

Indicator Papers 

Implementation indicators 

Advanced technologies currently used in the 

firm 

(Canada, 2007) 

(Thakur & Jain, 2008)  

(Dangayach & Deshmukh, 2004) 

 (Sun, 2001) 

 (Svobodová, et al., 2011)  

(Sower & Abshire, 2003) 

 (Kotha & Swamidass, 1998)  

(Swamidass & Winch, 2002) 

Duration of usage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Distributor’s location 

 

Skills required for advanced technology 
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implementation 

 

 

(Canada, 2007) 

Way of acquisition of technology 

 

Source of informational assistance during the 

adoption of the technology 

Degree (high, medium, low) of impact of 

advanced technologies’ effect of the adoption 

Intentions to use (Pyke, 1997) 

Financial indicators 

Value added (Hribik, 2011)  

(Sower & Abshire, 2003) 

Percent of unit’s capital investments in advanced 

technologies from 2005 to 2007 

(Canada, 2007)  

(Boyer, et al., 1997) 

 

Indicators used by authors for advanced technologies assessment could be classified into 

several groups. The first type of indicators is the implementation indicators that measure various 

aspects of advanced technologies adoption in organization, such as the most frequently and less 

frequently used technologies, duration of usage, suppliers etc. Basic information given by 

implementation indicators will allow managers to assess the current technological situation in the 

organization and see the dynamic changes with the course of time, see the bottlenecks of 

manufacturing and make decisions about the purchase/elimination of some technologies.  

The first three indicators in the table as well as information about the way of acquisition of the 

technology aim to provide general information about advanced technologies: distribution of 

suppliers, degree of advanced technologies implementation. That primary information will allow 

deriving data on situation in country’s own advanced technology production via e.g. comparing the 

rate of own producers of advanced technologies and importers, firm’s commitment to advanced 

technologies usage (adding investment intensity) and recent trends in the development of 

technologies. Additionally, the way of technologies acquisition will show the situation in 

patents/licensing sphere in the country in question, the nature of the relations, financial flows 

among the firms who mostly produce or consume technologies and the rate of firms that effectively 

produce and implement technologies by their own.  

Information about skills required for the technology implementation will allow assessing the 

degree of change required by advanced technology, including indirect costs associated with the 
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advanced technologies such as employees training. In turn, the question on outcomes of 

technologies will show the results of adopting technologies: productivity, market, organization, 

product, unit’s efficiency change that will show to the firms and to researchers the real of 

technologies from different perspectives. 

 While the first type of indicators is the most often used group of indicators, the second group 

– financial indicators – are used generally less. Financial indicators show the degree of 

effectiveness of advanced technologies in terms of finance, for instance, value added or incentives 

for investment in technologies. Moreover, the information on source of informational assistance 

will reveal the need of firms to attract outside sources of help, firms’ ability to manage technologies 

themselves that all together will show the technological readiness of Canada’s firms to implement 

advanced technologies.  

 As it is clearly seen from the table, the most common indicators for the technology 

assessment are in fact the simplest ones in term of data access - technologies currently used in the 

firm from the first group and value added from the second. While wide range of indicators are 

usually met in national-wide surveys such as the Canada Manufacturing Survey carried out by 

official parties, the most studies carried by single researchers use only one (or two) of them due to 

the potential difficulties in data collection, privacy concern of organizations and rate of response.  

Moreover, single researchers basically use implementation indicators as soon as even that basic 

information allows drawing conclusions about technologies usage in a particular region of country. 

Evidently, studies carried out by state councils, members of state research centers or universities’ 

laboratories contain more detailed classifications of technologies and detailed indicators: they 

usually have stronger research base, top-level specialists and more responsibility that allows (or 

forces) them to provide high-quality results of their activities. 

Provided by the indicators information will be useful either for state organizations in e.g. 

launching technological platforms or national programs dedicated to support of firms in developing 

and implementing technologies, for planning the budget and see the real needs, bottlenecks and 

problems of industries; or for businesses – in assessment of their own technological base, results of 

technologies’ implementation, and following recent trends in technologies development.  

 

Conclusion and discussions 

 

Technology is a crucial part of the operation of the majority of industries and, therefore, they 

are crucial for economies, countries and of our lives. In order to better understand effect of 

technology implementation, reveal technological trends and manage technology development, 

technologies should be assessed and monitored. However, as it was shown, the boundaries of 
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‘technology’ concept are vague and not strictly defined that leads to confusion of companies, 

government and people and difficulties in measurements.  

Types of technologies that recently have attracted attention of scientific and civil society are 

advanced, emerging and disruptive. While emerging and disruptive technologies are relatively 

‘young’ categories as far as they appeared in the academic literature since between the 1990s-

2000s, advanced technologies have been researched since the 1950s. Therefore, nowadays in terms 

of importance of played role in the economy advanced technologies are regarded as the main 

technological group since they have become a basis for the overall manufacturing. 

In the present study it was showed that the definitions as well as classifications of advanced 

technologies have developed step by step with the course of time. Many academic papers contain 

list-based or simple definitions of advanced technologies, however all the researchers show the 

same understanding of the concept: advanced technologies are superior to existing ones, they 

increase the efficiency of work and performance, are based on information technologies, utilize 

computers with complex algorithms, modeling and design. 

Advanced technologies classifications started to developed since the 1990s along with the 

development of science and technology. The process of classifications development started from the 

‘core’ list – that was found in (Kotha & Swamidass, 1998) that uses the classification developed by 

the US Department of Commerce in 1988 (Commerce, 1988). It was showed that even the ‘core’ 

list contained the basic manufacturing technologies currently used in industries (such as computer-

aided design and material requirements planning) that with the time become only highly 

specialized. In turn, new technologies that appear due to science and technology development (such 

as sensors, advanced robots, micro manufacturing) were gradually added to classifications when 

they became widely used for manufacturing purposes.  

Regarding emerging and disruptive technologies, it is clearly seen from the literature that the 

categories are at the initial stages of research since there are lack of studies that contain more or less 

strict definition of concepts, classification and indicators. Only a few studies describe in details 

methods of distinguishing chosen technologies from the conventional ones or advanced 

technologies. Most common methods include analysis of economic data on the particular region, 

interviews with the experts, market analysis and surveys. Lack of data mining techniques in 

technology analysis could be explained by the fact that the potential of the technology effects, its 

development and ‘emerging’ or ‘disruptive’ character is be seen mostly by ‘insiders’ of industries, 

not by researchers or scientists. Moreover, since these technologies have recently emerged the 

results of their implementation is not as obvious and simply indicated that of advanced ones. 
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However, small inconsistency in results of technology studies occurs: some technologies were 

regarded as emerging and advanced simultaneously (e.g. bio- and nano-manufacturing, advanced 

materials as ‘advanced’ in (Technology, 2012), while as ‘emerging’ in (MIT, 2013)). The reason for 

such results is in authors’ perceptions of different types of technologies, in time of conducting a 

research, and, usually, in commonly accepted way of naming a particular type of technology among 

a group of researchers that the authors belong to. 

To conclude, it is clearly seen that all the types of technologies play an important role in the 

development of economy as well as in life of the society. Therefore, there is a need of research and 

understanding their potentials, impacts and possible implications for various purposes. 

The future focus of the work is more detailed research of literature on emerging and 

disruptive technologies, developing their classifications and comparative analysis among the three 

types.    
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Appendix 

 

Definitions of advanced technologies 

1.  Advanced technologies is ‘a group of integrated hardware-based and software-based 

technologies, which if properly implemented, monitored and evaluated, will lead to 

improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the firm in manufacturing a product or 

providing a service. (Youssef, 1992) 

2. Advanced manufacturing technology is defined as computer-controlled or micro-electronics 

based equipment used in the design, manufacture or handling of a product. Typical 

applications include computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided engineering (CAE), 

flexible machining centers, robots, automated guided vehicles, and automated storage and 

retrieval systems. These may be linked by communications systems (factory local area 

networks) into integrated flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) and ultimately into an 

overall automated factory or computer-integrated manufacturing system (CIM). (OECD, 

1993) 

3.  Advanced technologies are technologies which primarily utilize computers to control, track, 

or monitor manufacturing activities, either directly or indirectly. (Boyer, et al., 1997) 

4. The term AMT is used in this research as an umbrella term to describe a variety of 

technologies which primarily utilize computers to control, track, or monitor manufacturing 

activities, either directly or indirectly. (Boyer, et al., 1997) 

5. AMT refers to those computer-aided technologies in information management, design, 

engineering and fabrication processes such as computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), 

computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided process planning (CAPP). AMTs are the 

main technical components of computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) systems. (Sun, et 

al., 2001) 
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6.  AMTs include computer-driven hard technologies such as computer-aided design (CAD), 

computer-aided engineering (CAE), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), FMS and 

computer-aided process planning, etc. (Swamidass & Winch, 2002) 

7. ‘Advanced manufacturing technologies’ (AMT) is a term that covers a broad spectrum of 

computer-controlled automated process technologies. (Dangayach & Deshmukh, 2004) 

8.  Advanced technologies are based on the information technologies (Walters, 2006). 

9. Advanced technologies include computer- and numerical-based apparatus (software and 

hardware) designed to accomplish or support manufacturing tasks. (Gouvea da Costa & 

Pinheiro de Lima, 2007) 

10. Advanced technologies are those technologies that allow significant improvements in 

production over traditional of more commonly technologies. (Canada, 2007) 

11. Advanced technologies are associated with the process improvements, installing advanced 

robotics and intelligent production systems, high-performance computing for modeling, 

simulation and analysis (Institute, 2010).  

12. For advanced manufacturing technology (AMT) can be considered all available production 

technology currently used in companies that support the operation of the company in terms of 

production, control, decision making and administration (Hribik, 2011) 

13. AMT is commonly known as a term used for description of the new technology in 

manufacturing which utilizes the power of many new technologies and particularly 

computers.  (Svobodová, et al., 2011) 
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